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· A.  ·  .. BACKGROUND  : 
•  I'; 
1. ·.  Ait: /carrier  li~bility· in' case  ofacdden~s in·. inteniationai'  c~riag~ by  air  is  basicall~ . 
gove~ed by the 1929 Warsaw Convention (WC) for the Unification of Certain  Rl.d~s~  · 
reiaiing· to :International  Carriage  by  Air -·to which  all ~Member·Sta,tes but  not the· . 
·'  '  .  .  '  '  .  l  ..  '  f..  •  ' 
Community are Contracting Parties - and a number of  other instruments which, together 
. ,with the, Convention, is  gene~ally' referred
1to as the' Warsaw'system<H (WSt Th~ WG 
was  established  by  the worldwide  air  transport· Community '·in  order, to. provide a 
: ~orldwide system  of standards and' rules for  th~ '·carriage  of passengers .by  air and in 
. particular. common. rules in respect ~f  liabjl~ty for passengers 'an(}.· cargo 'hi _the .. everit of  ..  · 
.· an aqCident;' loss of  ·baggage' and delay Jor  ·international air .transport while  at the· same< 
. time lim,iting costs for ~~r carriers. It-included, inter ·alia,  the.very basic pt:6vision that 
the airline is: presumedto  ~be liable :{Article 17) but 'that liability  is 'generally: limited- . 
{Article 22}'to··about US $10 000 as a  maximum·.  Nevertheless, the passenger arui 'the · 
' earner ·may; by specia1. contrac:t,  agree to: a higher Jimit ·of liability (Artic.le. 22§ 1  }.The 
. carrier has the rightto def~nd'itself  against any claiQI& under the Convention if  it p'roves: 
..  1rtooJ(. a:ll  necessary measures to avoid_ the danuige,  in whi'ch  case it Will. not be held 
··liable (Article 20§ 1  ).  M<;>reo,ver,  the: carrier is permitted to reduce its liability. if  it pr6ves . · 
tl)e  contributOrY  negligence of the·-injured  person  (Article  21):  Finally,  Article  25~ 
prohibits the cairier from.availing its~ifofany clauses limiting or excluding liability if 
.  it .or its agents are_gliilty .of wilful misconduct.  ·  · 
~  '.  '  .  .  .  . 
·· · . .  2.  ·The WS .has  won broad. acceptance. in  so  far ·as  it  repres~nts a  ..  workable attempt to 
. eliminate, or at least reduce,· problems of conflict of law and jurisdictions by. means -of 
a· uniform intematiomillaw.  Howev~r;  ~t is npw generally 'agreed that the ,WS no ~onger 
· ·  .realizes its economic objectives.  In short; the limits qf liabilitY established by the WS  · 
·c;  are too.lo~ by today's ,mqnetary standards ~d  for_today's aviation ma*et.  , . 
3.  .  Attempt~  have· been iJiade within the  ·warsaw fr~mework  over the yeats to· inereas~  the~e· 
·.limits  .. But s.uch attempts have. not met with any success due to lack of  s~fficientmimber . 
. -of ratifications for.  such  modifications to the. Convention.The Warsaw  syste'in  i'ndeed. · 
.  ' sl1ffers from  ~ lack of an  au.tomati~ adaptation mechanism, which wouid. take account bf. 
(1). 
--:. 
t~e· impact of inflation  ~rid ~he development of reai  income.·  .:·  '  · · 
.  .  .  '  :  ..  ·'  . 
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In . addition  to  the .jnitia.l  Warsaw·  Convention' (WC) · the -other  in~tiume~ts  includ~ 
The Hagu~  Protocol ( 19S5), the .1961 Guadalajara Cqnventiori:: Other:instruments; related· 
· to the System buf  not yet in force, owing to an insufficient immbef of countries having . · 
,ratified these in_struments, are:  the 1971 Guatemala City Protocol and the four Protocols -
~signed at Montreal in 1975.The 1966 Montreal Inter-carrier Agreement (MIA)must also  ...  · · 
:, he mentioned in that it is, a ."voh.intary" agreement betWeen· airlines  ~o  include.  cert~n · 
co11dition~ in th.e!r contract 9f  carri~ge.  ·  '  ·,  · 
.\ 
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·'' 4.  The  only  possibility  currently  available  to  a  VlCtlm  or  next-of-kin  for  recovering 
compensation  ~~yond the Warsaw· limits is  to prove the wilful  misconduct of the. air 
, carrier.  This pbligation to prove wilful  miscond~ct in order to break .the current limits 
leads to lengthy and costly litigation for both passenger and cahier and it is ttte carrier 
who generally will have tobear the costs of this complex system. This is.detrimental.to 
the interests of air ·transp<?rt policy in general. 
.  .  . 
•  I •  - ,  •  • 
5.  Attempts have also been made outside the Warsaw framework to update the limits.In 
1966 the we was supplemented by a "~oluntary" inter-carrier agreement imposed on all 
carriers flying tp,  from  or with an  agreed  stop in the US.  This agreement,  called .  th~. 
Montreal agreement, raised the applicable limit for passengers in case of death or injury 
to us $. 75  000.-It also introduced another important element;  carri~rs waived their right . 
:Of  defence.  under  Article  20§ 1  of 'the. we,  bringing,  therefore,  strict  liability.  By 
20 November  1992,  Japanese  airline~  agreed,  by  special  contract  incorporated  in 
conditions of carnage and tariffs, that they would waive all  restrictions of liability. in 
international  transport  and  would ·do  so  under  strict  liability  for  ·claims·  up.  to 
SDR 100 000 (approximately ECU 119 600). The UK,  by  adopting )he Licensing of . 
Air Carriers Regulation 1992 SI 1992/2992, required that a carrier with a valid operating 
licence granted by the UK Civil Aviation Authority must make an·snR 100 000  speCial 
contract witll.  passe.ngers carried for remuneration or. hire.  It is wortJ:twhile noting that 
Italy, by adopting Law .274 of  7 July 1988, compelled all airlines serving a point in Italy 
to adopt a special contracl for SDR 100 000.  In recent years most European countries 
have introduced domestically and, for their own national carriers also internationally, a 
higher. passenger limit than that prescribed by the Hague Protocol (see Annex I)  .. 
·B.  COMMUNITY ACTION 
6 ... The third aviation package has created an internal aviation market where the rules .for 
the  operation  of air  SerViC~S,  whether domestic  of international,  have  b
1
een  largely 
harmonized. Rules on the nature and limitation of liability for damages of an air carrier 
· in the event of death or injury of air passengers form  an essential element of the terms 
and  conditions of carriage in  an  air transport  contra~t between carrier and passenger  . 
.  Article  7 of Council  Regulation  (EC) No 2407/92 introduced with the  third  package 
requires air carriers to· be insured to cover liability in case of ·accidents.  However, the 
Regulation  does  not  provide the detailed  rules  as  to  compliance with  this  provision. 
Given,  as ,stated above,-that Member sta,tes  have variously taken  steps to increase the 
Warsaw limit and even in  som~ cases to modify the nature of liability leading therefore, .. 
to  different  terms .and  conditions of carriage  and  given  also that  differences  subsist 
between the liability rules for domestic· and international transport, it is obvious that the 
·situation risks fragmenting the internal aviation market so far achieved ..  · 
.  '  . 
7.  . In  addition,  one  of the  most  important factors  in  all  modes of transport and  thus in 
aviation  is the question of safety  and  quality of service.  The inevitable 'link between 
safety .and  the issue  of iiability  cannot  be denied.  The  original  low limit set  by  the 
Warsaw Convention was in.  part a Protection for an  inf~t industry .whose  .. risk factors: 
were largely unknown ~d  therefore considered to be high. In such a climate the interest· 
was to reduce as. far as possible the financial liability of  the carri.er eyen tothe detriment. 
of the  passenger.  Today,  the situation of the aviation  sector is totally  different;  it is 
perceived  to  be  one  of the  safest  modes  of transport.  This  image  of a  safe  and 
.  ~  I  \ 
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high~quality service: is .at odds' with a  sy.stem ·:whereby the  passeng~r" is still' treated as 
taking a ri~k, which justifies.a low l,evel of comp(msatiort in 'ihe event pf'de~th cir injury.~­
In addition, the fact that in order to-aGhieve an  acceptable level  qf compensation the . 
·.·- wilful misconduct of  the carrier lias to be. proved leads veri often ;to serious damage ~0' 
. the :image of. aviation as the safest mode 'of transport.  Th~ aim bf the EC air transport  . 
·  policy is to ensurethat riot-only_will airtrimsp()rt cori~inue'to be the safest w,ay totravel 
. but  also  that. it ·will be  :perceived .  as. ·such.  Therefore  the  issues  of liability  artd 
. '.compensation should. now be Iegislated. for in. temis ·which are consistent with today's . 
__ aviation industry.  ~  .  .  . 
'  '  .,  \'  '  ··_·.'I  1• 
'8:  •·  The  ·obj~ctive of  the·. internal aviation~ market  i~ also·to tak;e 'account of the· needs of the. : 
air transport use_r;  The -low  limits  curr~nt!y .in  plac~  ar~,  as stated .above,  largely 
. inadeRuate  and  unsatisfactory  for .the _passenger  victim  of an  air accident lor- f~r his· 
·survivors.  Mot~over; the fa'ct that the passenger has-to pr9ve wilfut'.miscoriduct on the. 
'  . .  .  .  - .  .  \  '  .  -.  ~  .  .  .  . .  ' 
'part of the carrier iii order tor~cover compensation above 'the limits' of..the we, makes' 
settlements less predictable, ·more expensive arid  time·-cbnsurning.  Furthermore,  du~  to. 
the· comple,{!ty  of. the •  system  ~ i.e.  different Hmits .  irt ·, for~e @d  carriers'  differing  . 
obligations. under national law :..the .passengers is niisinformed or not inforined at all as 
.  to the applicable scheme. It  is worth notingthaitlie '"Notice" '(ormats' of standard tick~ts 
·  ·.  make no'attemplto inforin· the passenger oftheprecfselimitthat  app~ies to his particular: 
joum~y.' Although  the' possibility  always  exists;  of course,' for passengers to ensure  . 
·thernselves on an individu_at basis~:given the confusingsituati<m,' ifis impossible for-the 
passenger to make an. informed. decision as to which personal insurance he .sh,ot.dd take: 
.  In' a m,.1tshell,  not only. are the passengers .or next-of-kin insufficiently  c~vered by  th~ · 
' current low· limits, _:but  they have also to face the uncertrurit)r  and .lC!;ck, of. transparency -
:of remedies whtm.hayirig to seekhigh'er·damages t_han· the mandatory limit .Generally 
· • -speaking· it  h~s been  r~cognized as• witnessed by Article i29a.:of  t~e :rreaty' that the • 
. .  ··  Comrininity should cont,ribute'to a higher leyel  ofconsume~  prote¢tion. _This,p'roposal  i.s 
''.  ' .  - very much  in~ line with that commitment.  :  :  . :  .  .  .  "  .  . . 
-:' 
9.  ·.in 'conclu~ion, it can be see~  'that 'the rol_eor liat>Hity  in ilie aviation "seGtor is tar from·  · 
_  negligible..  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
10: ·)t is against  thi~ background  of lo~ l~inits and  a  risk;  not  only to the, unity. of the 
.  ~  inte_mal  aviation  market,  but. also  t6' the. protection  'of  air tqmsport  users  that  the 
Commission. felt that a  basic reappraisal of the  pres~nt situation Was  requir~d. To this 
' 
0  end it ·cqmmissioned.in  1989 a study<
2> in. order to haye a fuil account cif the ,state of 
·'  ratification;. legislation  and  ·practices  iii. the  field  of air  carriers'  l-iability· 'in  _the 
.  • · Member States· as  well- as  'in  other:  countries.  The.  r~s~lts of  that  analysis/ lead  in .. 
·  '  · : Mar.ch  1991 to a.study.oh,the.nP.ossibilities of' CommunitY acti.on to harmonize limits of. 
pa1)senger liability. and increase·. the illnoun,ts 6f cotnpensati.on for international accidents 
· victims in airtiansport"<3>.  ·on theba'sis of  the conclusions ofthe.ieport; the Commission 
issued  a  -Constilta,tion · .Paper· entitled·  "Passenger  liability·. in  •aircraft ·accidents·  "' . 
. Warsaw Convention and Intem~l  Market requir~m.ents"(4>.· The Consultation Paper, whjle 
'·  .  \ 
·.·.,:  )  '. 
(2)  '"La  respon~abilite du  tra~sp6rteur aerien a  l'egard  desp~ssagers et des expediteurs·  d~  .. 
marchandises", J:Naveau, June 1989, updated in  September 1989:  · 
{P>  ·.  · Study'de!ivered on  15 Septetnller )991  by Sveri  Bris~, ·Consultant'>·  , . 
..  ··<4>·.  Ref: Vn.C.l '-:  17.4/92-'8: ·  .  ·'  ·'·  ·'  .  .  .  .  . 
:,  ... 
/·. 
·  .. · 
....  ' 
.,., 
'' 
;  '' 
. ,-acknowledging the need to increase and harmonize the limit of air carrier liability for  · 
passenger injury and death in Member States, was ip.tended to promote a discussion on 
how this· might  best  be  done within  the  European  Community  framework.  Several 
organizations and interested parties communicated their views to the Conunission.  J;hey 
·expressed the opinion that an increase of  the limits up to amounts :between 300 000 and 
590. 000 SDR (ECU 3 58  800 ~ 598 000) was urgently 'reqtJired and that any limits should.  ' 
be subject to·  r~gular updating in line with iriflation rates.  However, increased limits· 
. should apply to all air transport within, to, and from the Community~ irrespective. of  the 
nationality of.the airline concerned.·  As far_as the procedures were concerned, opinions 
were divided  between. adopting  a  regulatory  approach  - for  exampie by  means  of a 
lnodified liCensing requirement for  i~surartce·- and a voluntary inter-carrier agreement<
5>.  .  .  ' 
11. · A  ·"Round  Table"  with. Member  States . and  interested . parties  took  place  on 
23  March 1993. It confirmed these elements and recommended.that a stUdy on  ~e-cost 
.  implications <,>f different limits and the impact of increased limits· on litigation costs be . 
commissioned.  The Commission launched  such  a· study<
6>,  the  results  of which  wer~ 
·available by February 1994. Its main conclusions were that the way the. insurance market 
·will respond to an increase in mandatory liability limits would depend on the state of  the 
. market  at  the  time  of introduction.  Increases  in  premiums  would  be ·based  on  the  .· 
perceived exposure of  both the individual carrier and the whole market.  ·On the whole, 
however:,  it was perceived that the market would react in a moderate way. If the limits 
are  sufficient  to accommodate  claims. or if there  are  no  limits,  some  reduction  in 
,plaintiffs' costs would be likely to result, since a number of plaintiffs would not need to 
go to litigation. Insurers and other interested parties seem, in general, to be confident that 
financilil  capacity would be available irrespective_ of the level of the limit chosen. 
'  ·,  ·' 
12.  Parallel to the Commission's efforts, there have been efforts in other fora to arrive at a . 
solution. Thus  ECAC  in  its  Triennial  Meeting  (22-24  June  1994)  adopted.  a 
Recommendation aiming to increase limits and to ensure the payment of a lump sum . 
. Th.is Recommendation also urged carriers to concl4de an inter-carrier agreement in this 
. respect.  In  response to this the  AEA- set up a ·task force to consider such a voluntary 
agreement  between  air  carriers.  In  order  to  discuss  such  a  system,  the  air  earners 
obtained US anti-trust immunity, and a comfort letter from the Commission services. An 
inter-carrier agreement  was  agreed  in ·Kuala  Lumpur  ·at  the  lATA 'Annual· General 
Meeting (30 October 1995) and  signed. by twelve major world  carriers,  including the . 
following European carriers: Austrian Airlines, KLM,  SAS  and Swissair. 
'  .  .  . 
13.·  .The  solution  agreed  by  lATA waives the limitation.of liability in ·Article 22 oLthe 
Warsaw  Convention  with  respect  to  the  liability. of the  participating  air,  carriers 
(see Annex II).  Recoverable compensatory damages might be determined and awarded 
by reference to the law of the domicile of the passenger. The inter-carrier agreement is 
a minimum common denominator. If carriers acting on a voluntary basis, or obliged by 
(5) 
'  (6) 
. their  governments,  would  like  to  offer  more;  ·they  would  be  able  to  do so.  The  · 
signing carriers will  have to· implement the provisions of the· agreement no later than· 
1 November 1996.  '  ·  · 
Article 22(1) of the we allows,  by  special  contract,  the carrier and  th~ passenger to . 
"agree to a higher limit of liability. 
··."The cost implications of  higher mandatory compensation limits for passengers involved 
in'air accidents'', Frere Cholmeley Bischoff, delivered on February 1994. 
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l4: · The draft  inter-~arrier  .. agreement. was  disc~ssed with interested pa!1ies<
7> at a  ~eeting · 
. held on,23 October1995:AH participants agreed that the  agre~ment  would constitute a · 
significan~ improvemenfof  the si~ation~ lioweyer; such an agreement does not sol~e all '' 
· i'ssues.as to liability.. lri particular, the effectiveness of the agreement .will depend  ~on the·  · · 
.  d~gree of participation by aiilines  ..  At the moment,  as indicated'· earlier;  only  certain.· 
Community carriers have sign~d >  Wi!hout the ~greenierit of  al~ Community air <:;airiers, 
.the risks of  ditfenng  ·  stand~rds  .. and  th~s  fragt;nentation of  the  iritem~ aviation' market . 
· will not only subsist; bubnay increase. Thus th~ sitUatio!l fqr the air user would become  ·  ·· 
in ore confusing. :  '  ' .  ' ',  i  •  /  '  ' 
.  .  .  .  .'  .  ,  ..  :  .  .  ,  .  ,  .  ,  .  I'  :  ·.  ,  . 
15.  Against this.  packgrou.nd;  and. considering the  conclusion~. of. both  studies  mentioned  . 
. ·atJove, ·the Commission is 'of  the· opiniort that· CommunitY action should be undertaken · · 
in  or4er to establish an acceptable 'situati(m  for  the' air tninsport ,seCtor  b~(ensuring 
common rules for liability .in the terms and conditions of carriage irrespective, of ~he. 
· nattire of  the· operation and by  guaranteeing a fair sitUation for' air muisport  u~ers.' Jn · : 
.doing so the Coq1n-iission has taken. into account the foUqwivR elements: .. ··  .  . 
. The  f~~t that  the~e is a  .. universal  acceptanc~  th~t the .current mandatory limits ~e  · 
'too low,. coupled with a'recogniti9n·that thews, despite 'its economic defiCiencies,' 
'provides 'a  uniform  legal .  foundll:tion  .  enjoying  worldwide 'recognition  for' the . 
'settt'ement of claims to.pas~erigers--iri ayiation accidents. Therefore, any attempts to. 
· improve the current. situation  should 'maintain the. basic. elements of the  iiabilhy~ 
· system in  fore~. .  ·  ·  · 
,'  ' 
-.. · . The fact that Member Statesh~ve  .taken ·various ·ste~n6'  increase. the .Warsaw I1m_it  . 
- and  even .in  som~ .cases  have  modified· the  nature of the  li~bility. and . also tliaL  . 
. :differences  slibsistbetween  the  liability.  rules  for· domesti.c  and  jntemationar · 
.  transport  .risk,.  'f~agmenting  .the.  in~ern,ai  aviat~on,  market  so'.  f~r' achieved  . 
. Consequently,. a~y, change  sho~Id'guarantee the equal.  treatment of the earners,  .  . . 
itrespective of departure point,type of service (domestic or intet:national) etc.  :  . 
,.  .  .  .  .  '  .  .·.  .  '·  .  .  ' 
1  • 
A  priori,  tompensation· apiouriis  should: 'piobabiy  be' in ·iine with ·the'Ievel~_·or ·  ,. 
compensation actually ·paid  to victims in non-'aviation accidents in industrialized ' 
co'untries<8l:  ·  ·  · ·  .  .  '  .  ,  .  •  ·  ·  ·  . 
;- ': 
''' 
(
7
)  'Association of European Aiflines, European Regional  Airline~; International Chamber 
of Commerce,  ~nternational·  Unib~~-of  Aviation Insurers. The:F  ederation. 'or.Ai(  Trel:~Sport 
'_·user Repr.esentatives: 'or  Europe, the European .Association 'of C,harter ·Airlines and the 
·•.  · ' ·  Comite  .Europ~en des Assurances provided written statements.  .  ; . ·  .  .  . 
. <B>  . For·instance, a 40-year· old executive earning[ ECU 97 082] a year, survived by a wife 
'  ..  ,and .tWo young children; could. ~nticfpate  compens~~ion of  about [ECU 647 2_1 S]. Ifkill'ed 
in a road traffic  acci~dent, .this would be fully recoveraple., If killed pn board an  aircraft.· 
operated by a carrier which. has Cotltracted for limits within :thews (US$ 20: 000), the. 
re,covery··could  be  as  emb~rrassingly low  as .[Ecu· 17 647], ·tess  ttiim'·3% '6[ the.· 
· full  value · of ·the  claim!  (The· Journal  ~.of  Personal  Injury·· Litigation,  2nc( · issue;  .· 
~igerP·. Taylor) (&ee jillnex III).  ·  ·  '  ·  .·  ·  ·  ·  , ·  · . .  ·:  · 
.. ·:..··..: 
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Simple  and  speedy  procedures for both the  air users  and  the  <;arriers  should be 
gtiaranteed., It is intolerable that victims or their relatives should have to wait for  . 
·.the results of  lengthy litigation: .Air accidents. normally are of a serious nature with 
dramatic  consequences  and  involve  in.  most  instances  a  significant  number  of 
passengers far away from :home.  Therefore,  it is reasonable to follow the 'ECAC 
R~commendation and·ensure the payment of a lump sum to take caie of immediate 
finanCial  implications. · 
The proposal of the Commission has therefore the following main elements: 
a waiving of all limits; 
I  :  . 
the introduction of  strict liability up to ECU 100 000 This will protect air users. · 
. even in the caie ·Of a  terrorist attack that Would otherwise leave the innocent 
passenger uncovered.  Moreover; by  doing so the Community would legalize 
a practice which has beeri -accepted by airlines for many years.and officially 
formalized in some cases<9>.  .  .  .·  .  .  . 
It would be preferable that ~1 carriers serving a point in the Community adopt the, 
same  system. -Third-country  carriers not  subject. to  Community  rules  should  be 
requested to infomi passengers accordingly, properly and clearly. 
· Passengers. should  have  t~e choice of tlie jurjsdiction befo;e which. to. bring .an.· 
I  .  action.  It ' should  include the  option to  bring an  action  before the  court of the 
·Member State.  where the  passenger has  his  domicile.This  might  circumvent the 
possibilit~es· of confusion that might arise when referring to the law of  the domicile.· . 
.  .  . 
Priority should  later be  given to improve the situation  in  respect.  of passengers!  . 
luggage and. cargo, if efforts at international level by C¥fiers and/or governments 
·would fail  to provide a satisfactory solution:  · 
/ 
· Such a Community acti9n,  a~cording to the studies referred to above,  would~,  have 
minimaL  cost · implications,  because  current  liability  insurance  costs  for 
· ·European airlines generally account for about 0.1% t9 0.2% of  total operating costs. 
An  increase or a removal  of the limit will,  therefore,  only  represent  a minimal 
· .IJ1Crease in COStS(IO) of  insurance premium- it WOUld COmpris.e about 0.1% tO 0.35% 
· of total .operating costs.  . 
<
9>  The MIA introduced in  1966 increased limits to, from or with an agreed stop in the. US 
to US  $75 000 on  a strict liability basis.  Japanese air.lines have,  since November i  992, 
waived liabilitY limits ori: their flights with. a level of strict 'liability 'up to SDR 100 000 .. 
<W>  It is worthwhile noting that great. advances in aviation safety since 1929 allow aviation 
to qualify  as  the safest way  to travel;. the  average  number of passengers fatalities' in 
recent years has ·been less than 700 per annum.  This situation contributes all the more 
to·ihe·current low premium levels.  ·  · 
7 
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·- .--'  The Community.·action  m~st be' seen''as a measure  ~hich wiit help  to .trigger  ~ .. " 
existing . international  ·.  Co~ventions  (WS)  .. By'  ',  adopting  the  Jleg(llation,  ·_  the-' 
Community will act as :a  catalyst together wiih-·simi.lar  mqyes in. Japan· and:  ~he · 
I·. 
·,._ 
·.  USA  I~  imy  event,  the  Community- ;tnd  tl1e  Member  ··  States  . should . .in  .·· 
cooperation with·.  ECAC  use~. all  its  efforts  in  order ·to_ urge· the·  appropriate. 
inte~mition~Lforum  ·.: ICAO -.to ·update ,the current international instruments. into· 
.·force  ...  ·  ·. ·,  ··  ·:  .  ·  '  . 
'  J  '  •  '  •  .  •  .  ··'  .  •  ".·.  . '.  •  •  •  '  .  •  •  ..  .. ... 
·  l6· ..  These eleipents and concerns .lJ.ave led tqe Commission to: p'ropose a Regulation which, 
by.establishing certaili commorlrides Jor liabilitY  irrespective of the  ~ature of th~ air · 
services, will contribute' to the internal avjation 1:1lready, ~st.ablished by the third aviation 
. package and' ~ll  in addi~i6n  'ensure a high level of  ptotectio~ for: the air transport. user. 
'  .  - .  - .  '  ·,  '  . 
.  c.,·  JUSTIFICATION OF THE ACTION , 
·,· 
,y·' 
l7.  'flie Cornmu'nity action' envisaged  ~an be analysed. in terms of subsidiarity principle~ by.· 
. answering.the folloWit}g  questions: .  .  <.  ''  ·. ·  · ·..  .  ..•  - ..  .  .·.  ·  .  ': 
'  '  '  .  .  .  .  ' 
.. ··{a).  Wh~t are  the·' ()bjectives · o(ttie  ·propos~! 'in, relation  to  the: obligations; of the 
Community and-what -is  th~ Community dimension of the problem .(for instance· 
how many. Member States ~re involved .and what has qeen the solution so far)?  . ·  .. 
\  . .  ~  .  . 
··::·.' 
. , · .  . .The _third  a~iation package. has '6reated an. i~terilal avi~tion market where the rules' 
'  . 
for  the  operation' .of air  services,  whether  domestic  or  international; have  been' . 
-largely harmonized. Rilles on the nature and limitation of1iability for damages of 
an/ air carrier in the  ·ev~rit of death  or injury  of air pa~sengers  .forin an  essel}tial 
.  ' . element of  th~ terms. and conditions of  carnage in an, air traj}spoi't contract between,,  . 
carrier  and  pa~setiger: ·  Gtv~n tha~ ,  l\1eniber  States  have· v~riOusly taken steps to 
increase the Warsaw limit  :and  even_  in, some cases to modify the nature of the  .· 
.  . liability:  and  given  alSO\ that. differefl'ces  subsist. between. the  liabilitY  rples  fqr 
: ..  : '  ·domestic arid intetnationai  transp,ort;  itis obvious that the 'situation  threatens·to  .... 
:fragment,  the internal  aviation market so far· achieved: Moreover, .iri  tlie. event of· 
..  death or-injury, air transport users. orn~~t.:of-kin are not only insufficiently cov~req·· 
. : in respect .of the we  limits; ·hut th€fy  have also to f~ce the uncertainty and lack of . 
transparency  .ofr~me~ies when having ~0 seek higher damages than the mandatory  •.. ' .. 
. :limit.·. . ·  · , , .  .:  . .  -~  · _ . · .  , . ·  .  · :  · .  · ·  .  ·  · .. ·  : . ·  · ·  :  ·  . ·  .  .'  ·  . 
,  '(b)  Does the envisaged action relate to .ari  exclusive <;ompetertce of the Co~munity or 
. a competence shared wi'th the. Member  States?'  ..  .  ·..  .  .  . 
•  .  •  I  :  '  '  '  ~  ~'  '  .,  ' 
: The'envisaged action d(}es riot relate·to art•e'fdusive cop1petence'ofthe CommunitY ..  ··  · 
(c) · which solution·is most efficient in-comparJ'son.between  ~omm~nity  meas~i-es anct. 
~easures of the Member States?  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
Since· with  the  creation  of the  single -aviation:· lmirket  the' distiriction  ..  b.et~een: . 
.  '  'domestic' and international carnage for.'the  operatiC?n 'of a.ir serVices: is no longer 
_  . _  .valid,. s~ch' a· solution can· best -be  addressed at' the 0qmmunity.level. . 
,.· 
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I. 
'·. 
·  ..  I . (d) · What added  val~e does the proposed Community action provide and. what are the·. 
costs of no action? 
The value of the Community action lies in the improvement of the position of air 
carriers and protection of the air .users when the current liability limits have been 
removed, by ensuring fair compensation and legal certainty.  It will also provide the 
· passengers with speedy  procedures. It should be e~phasized  that the current system 
. is extremely complex; the rights of  the passengers and the obligations of air carriers 
currently  vary  as  a  function of departure  point,  type  of· service  (domestic  or 
intemational),•etc. an:d the a~erage passenger is most ofthetime misinformedor not 
informed  at  all  of the  precise  limit  that applies to her/his journey.  Passengers 
·involved in accidents abroad haye to face different legal situations from what they 
are used in their hoine country. The inter-:-carrier agreement adopted by lATA will 
not eliminate all  difli'culties. Moreover, the risk exists that some European carriers 
will not adhere to this voluntary agreement, thereby adding to the cuqent confusion. 
The .costs of no action would be insufficient protection of air passengers in case· of 
· air  accidents  and  persistenc~ of an  overly complex  system  for  Community.  a1r 
carriers. within the Community. 
(e)'  what  kind of  action is. at the disposal ofthe Community (recommendation, financial  . 
assistance, regulation,  m4tu~l  recognition, etc.)?  ·  · 
In order to· provide for homogenous and effective protection ·of the air users i~ this . 
. area,  it .is necessary to introduce legal measures, either· in the form of a. Directive 
or  a  Regulation:  By  embodying  a  broad  Community  system  in  a · legislative 
framework divergent national measures will be avoided: 
(f)  ·Is uniform. regulation necessary or is it sufficient to d~~ft a d.irective ~hich  o~tlines 
the general objeCtives while leaving execution to the Member States?  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
Because of tpe  int~rriational  m~e  of operation a uniform  action  is  desirabie in 
order to provide a system that will guarantee equal protection· for all air passengers . 
within the  Community,'  avoiding  on  the one  hand,  discriminatory  treatment and  . 
uncertain situations and'on the other hand, guaranteeing a proper level ofprotediqn  . 
. Since the results desired by the action "YOuld need to apply to air carriers operating 
transborder traffic to a very  large extent and  with  passengers of many  different 
nationalities, a Regulation would represent the best legal instrument. 
9 ,. 
l. 
..  ! 
~-..  ~·:  .  . Proposal. for. a  .  .·  .  . 
COUNCIL·REGULATION.(EC)  :· 
on  a~r c~rier  Jia~ilitY in ca.se  6(acCide~ts  .· 
.  ~ .. 
,._  .··.  . ', ~.  ' 
.  •, 
·-··\  .  ...  ·'  .  ,_  ~ 
. ·. T~  COuNCIL OF  THE EUROPEAN liNTON,  .  ,-<'. 
:.  Havjng  regard  to. th,e  Treaty  establi_shing  the  Eu~opean Community,.  a11d. in· particular 
Article 84(2) ·th·ereof,  ·  ·  .  ·  ,  · ·  ,  · 
.  •'  ~  ,  I  . -
.  .  t'  ,!  ..  •  '  .:  •  j  •  •  ·-
. Having regard to the prop~s~l  from the' Cominission(l>,  'i. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  -_  \  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Acting_ in accordance with the procedure set Ol!t·  in. Article  18Qc,  in cooperation with the 
European J>arliament~2>,  ' .  ·  ·  .  · ·  ·  · .  ·  ·  ·  ·. 
Hav,~ngregard.to the opiniop_-~f the ~conorriic.and SoCial  d~mmiite~<3)~  . 
0 
~  ,  I  1  ' 
'  . 
'  ,.  (  '- '  .  '  I\  '  -,  '  .  '  .·  .  ., 
.whereas th~ rules on liability' in' case. o(  accid~nts are governed by the Convention for the. 
Unification  of·C~rtaio. Rufes Relating to ·International Carnage by Air, signed at Warsaw on·  . 
· li  October  19~9, or that Convention  as: _amended at.  The Hague,: ori: 28  September· .l955, · .  · 
.  .  whichever maybe' applicable; whereas the. Warsaw Conventi,Oil is applied worldwide for the  I  \ 
ben~fit' of both passengers and air carrie_rs;' and must' be preserved;  · .. 
,  '  .  .  .. 
.  .  l  .. 
.  . 
·Whereas the rules on the nature and limitation of liability in the everit of death, wounding or' 
·.any  other bodily. injury  suffered by a passenger form ·part:' of the.  t~rms and conditions of 
: carnage  in  tbe  ·.  air  · transport  co.ntract  I between  . carrier . and  passenger; . whereas . ' 
·  .  Council Regulation (EEC) N~  2407  (92<
4>, .Regulation (EEC)  N~  2408/92<;>; as am~n(\~d by  the· . 
. .  ;\ct  ·of  Accession of  Austria, Finland' and Sweden,· and Regulation (EEC) No  ~409/92(~) have 
.. created ati  io.temal  aviation market  'wlie~~i'n it is appropriate that the rules on  the nat~re and 
limitation of liability sho1.lld be harmonized;·.  ·  ·  ··  .  .. 
.  .  .  ·- .  .  . 
"  ~~~reas  the, limit s~t on liabilitY'by the'war~aw  Con~e~ti'o,n. is  tbo Ip:w by  today'~ ecoriomic 
and· social stanqards; whereas in  c~nsequence Mem\)er States have. variously  iticre~sed .the.· 
' ..  lia~ility limit, ih~~eby leading to different terms and conditions of  carriage in  ·the~'Cominuriity;. 
)  '  .  :  .  .  . .  .  '  ..  ·  .  ·.·  . ..  .  .  :  '  ...  - .  .  ·..  .  ..  .·  ,·  . .)  .  {  .  .  . :  ~  .. ··..  .  .  - ·_ : 
Whereas in.addition the Warsaw Conv~ntion only applies to intei!J.ati.onal.transp_ort; }Vhereas  .· 
.  :. in the internal aviation markt::t.the di,stinctionbetween.tiational  'arid intematiomil.transport h~s 
been eliminated;  whereas it. is thyrefore. appropriate to have Jbe< same levet' cilid  nature of 
· -liability. in both national and international transport;  .  ·  ·  ·  ' 
~'  '  .  '  '  .  .  .. 
(1).  ;  '.· 
(2)  . 
.  (3) 
•. 
';'I 
(4)  '  i  .  .  .  ' 
..  \  OJ No .L  240,  2~.8.1992, p.l .. 
.  <
5> ·  · QJNoL 240: 24.8.1992, p.-'8. 
(6)  .  OJ N:o L  2~0,. 24.8.19
1 92,·p.  25:. 
·.  ,· .. 
·  .  .  ' 
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'··  ' 
,. '. ··' 
····t· .. 
'. Whereas the present low limit of liability often lea,ds  to lengthy legal actions which  damage 
the image of air transport; 
Whereas Community action  i~ the fleld of air transport should also aim  at a high level  of 
protection for the interests of users;  . 
Whereas in order to provide halmonized ·conditions of carriage in respect of liability. of. air 
carrier and, further, in order to ensure a high level of effective protection of  air us~rs, action,' 
r~gard being had to the ·principle of subsidiarity,  .c~ best be.  addressed at Community level; 
Whereas it. is appropriate to remove all  limits 'Of liability in the ev'ent of death, wounding or 
any other bodily injury suffered by a passenger; 
·.  Whereas, . in  order  to  avoid  situations _where  ~ictims of unpreventable  accidents  remain 
uncovered, carriers should not, with respect to any claim arising out of the death, wounding 
or other bodily  injury. of a passeriger  under Article '17  of the Warsa'Y  Convention,  avail 
themselves of any defence· under Article (20)§1_  thereof up to the sum o(  ECU 100 000; 
'  I  •  • 
•  '  •  •  1  •  •  •  ' 
Whereas passengers or next-of-kin should receive a lump sum as soon as possible in  or~er 
to face immediate needs;  ·  · 
Wh~reaspersons entitled to compensation should have the l:?enefit of  legal clarity in the event 
of an  accident;' whereas 'they  should be fully  informed beforehand of the applicable rules; 
whereas  i~  is  necessary  to  avoid .lengthy  litigation  or  claims  processe~;  whereas it  is 
appropriate in addition to give the person entitled to compensation the option of  taking action 
in  the  c'o_urts  o~ the Member State in whi'ch .  the passenger has his domicile or permanent 
residence; 
Whereas it is desirable in order to avoid distortion of competition that third-country carriers 
.  adequately inform passengers of their conditions of carriage; 
Whereas the improvement of the situation for luggage and ·cargo is currently t8ken care of at 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) level and does not require the same urgent 
. treatment as the passengers' situation; 
Wherea~ it is. appropriate ·and  necessary  that  the  values. expressed  in· this  Regulation. be 
increased in accordance with economic developments; whereas it is appropriate to empower 
the Commission, after consultation of an advisory· committee, to decide upon such increases, 
HAS  ADOPTED .TillS REGULATION:: 
ArtiCle  l 
This Regulation defines the obligations of· Community air  carrie~s to· cover liability in the 
event of accidents to passengers. 
.·· 
1l 
I. . Article 2 
:.1.  For the purpose of this Regulation: 
(&)  "air carrier" means ari air transport undertaking with a valid operating licence;. 
(b)  "Community air carrier" means  an air transport undertaking within the meaning of  . 
Council  Regul~tion (EEC) No 2407/92;  ·  ·  ·  · 
· (c)  "persons entitled  t~ compens~tion" means the viCtims and/or persons who,  in the . 
light of the applicable law, are ·entitled to represent the victims ·in accordance with 
a legal provision, a court decision or in accordance with a special contract;  · 
'  .  '  .  . 
(d)  ,jlump  sum"  means~  advance payment tothe person .entitled to compen,sation to 
enable  him  to  meet  his  most  urgent  needs,  without  prejudice  t.o  the  speediest 
settlem~nt of full  compensation; 
· (e)  "ECU" means the unit of account adppted in drawing ~p the general budget of the 
· European Communities in accordance with Articles 207 and 209 of the Treaty. 
.  . 
(f)  :''Warsaw Convention" .means the Convention for the Unification of certain Rules 
relating to  Internation~I Carnage, by Air, signed in Warsaw on  12  October  1929, 
together with. all international instruments which build on and are associated with it;  .  .  '  . 
2.  -Concepts  contained in  this Regulation which are  not defined in  paragraph  1· shall  be 
equi~alent to those used in the Warsaw Convention..  .  .  . 
Article 3 
1.  ·The liabil~ty of a Community air, carrier for damages,~ustained in the event ofthe.death, 
··wounding or any other bodily injury suffered by a passenger shall not  be subject to any· 
statUtory or contractual limits.  · 
2 ..  For any  damages up to the sumo( :ECU 100 000 the Communitya1r earner shall  not 
exclude or limit his liability by  proving that he and his agents have taken all  necessary 
measures to avoid the damage or that' it was 'impos~ible for hitn or them to 'take such· 
measures. 
'  . 
· Article 4 
.  .  .  . 
1.  The carrier shall without delay, and in any·event not later than  t~n days after the event 
during_ which the damage occurred, pay to or inake available to the person entitled to 
compen~ation a lump sum of  up to·ECU 50 000 in;proportionto the injury sustained and 
·in any  event a sum  of ECU 50 OOOin  case of death: 
2..  The lump sum may  be offset against any  subsequent sum· to be paid in  respect of the 
liability of the Community air carrier, but is not returnable  tind~r any  circumstances. 
I  . 
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1.  The  provisions  contained in Articles  3  and  4  shall  be included  in  the  Community 
air carrier's conditions of carriage 
2.  Adequate information on the provisions contained in Articles. 3 and 4 shall on request 
be given to passengers at the Community carrier's agencies, travel agencies and check-in 
counters, and a summary of the requirements shall be made on the ticket document. 
3.  Air carriers established outside the Community and not subject to the obligations referred 
to in Articles 3 and 4 shall expressly and Clearly inform the passengers thereof, at the 
time of purchase of the ticket at the carrier's  agencies,  travel  agencies,  or check-in 
counters located in the territory of a Member State. Air carriers shall on request provide 
the  passengers  with  a form  setting  out their  conditions;  The  fact  that ·the  limit  is 
indicated on the ticket document shall not ·constitute sufficient information. 
Article 6 
Once a year Member States' authorities shall notify the list of third country· air carriers not 
subject to the rules of  this Regulation to the Air Transport User Organizations concerned and 
to the Commission, which shall make that .Jist available to the other Member States. 
Article 7 
A person entitled to compensation in the case of accidents involving Community air carriers 
may, in addition to the· rights conferred by Article 28 of the· Warsaw Convention, bring an 
action  for  liability  before  the  courts  of the  Member  State  where  the  passenger  has  his 
domicile or permanent residence. 
Article 8 
The Commission may, in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 9(1), decide by 
regulation  to  increase  as  appropriate  the values  set  out  in  Articles  3  and  4  if economic· 
developments indicate the necessity of such measures. 
Article 9 
1.  The Commission shall be assisted by a committee of an advisory nature .composed of  the 
repr~sentatives  of. the  Member  States  and  chaired  by  the  representative  of  the 
Commission. 
The  representative of the  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  committee  a  draft  of the 
measures to be taken.  The committee shall  deliver its opinion on the draft,  within a. 
time-limit which the chairman may lay down according to the urgency of the matter, if 
necessary by  taking a vote. 
13 . The opinion shall be recorded in the min~tes; in addition, each Member State sh~i have 
\  .  .  .  \  . 
the right to ask to have its position recorded in the minutes.  · 
The  Commission'  shall  take· the  utmost  account  of the  opinion  deli~ered  by  the 
committee  .. It shall· inform the cqmmittee of the manner in: which· its ·opinion has been 
taken into account..  . 
·  2.  · Furthermore, the Committee may be co~sult'ed by the Commission on any other question  · 
.  concerning the application of  ~he Regulation.  ·  ·  ·· 
Article· 10 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  six  months  after the  date. of its publication·. in  the 
Official Journal of  the European Communities.·  ·  ·  · 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done ·ai Brussels, 
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For the Council 
The President 
\' IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
IMP  ACT OF THE PROPOSAL ON BUSINESSES 
with special reference to small and medium-sized enterprises 
Title of the proposal: 
Council RegulatiQp on air carrier liability in case of accidents 
Document referent;e number: 
The proposal: 
· The impact on business 
1. ,  Who will  be affected by the proposal? 
Which· sectors of business? 
Air carriers.  .  · 
Which  sizes  of business  (what  is  the  concentration of small· and  medium-sized 
firms)? 
The  European  market  structure is  essentially  centred  on  large  companies  which 
represent:  65.4%  of the  market.  Charter  companies  represent  26.7%  of the 
Europea.rl aviation market.  Small and medium-sized enterprises represent only 0.5% 
of the market,  with regional air carriers sharing 0.4% of the  overall  market and ,  , . 
general  aviation  carriers  - namely  taxi  operators  and  corporate  operators  -' 
representing 0.1% on the whole(l>.  . 
Are these companies located in specific geographical areasof the Community? 
No 
2.  What will business have to do to comply with the proposal? 
(1) 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2407/92 already requires all holders of  operating licences 
to have liability insurance, the amount of cover has been left so far to the discretion  of 
Member States. To comply with this Regul~tion, air carriers will have to renegotiate their 
liability insurance to allow passenger liability limit to be waived. 
.  .  .  . 
"The  competitiveness of the European Community's air transport industry  ". Study by 
A  VMARK Inc., prepared for the Commission, 28 February 1992.  · 
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3. 
·"' 
'' 
What economic effects ..is  th~ propoSal  likely to have? 
.  .  '  '•  ' 
On employment:. · 
None 
•'. 
. ·, 
On investment and· the creatiOn of new busi~ess:  .. ,  .· 
None 
1 
. On ·the competi.tive position of  businesses:  .  .  · ·  . 
The aviation insurance markefwill  reac.t  by  increa~ing somewhat the  amount' of. · · 
,  .·  .  .  ,  I·  . 
p·reiniums air' carriers will have to pay.  The~  rate of increase will  vary according to:' 
the state orih.e market auhe time, to the p~rticutar.characteristics orthe air carriers~ . 
in particui'ar their 'safety records and to. the particuHrr bargaining pd~er  of the.airiirie 
to. 'reheg9tiate  its  premium.  Accordingly~' regional  carri~rs ·and. general  aviation 
operators would be likely to bear a 'higher propof.tional increase due to'thefr weaker 
. 'bargaining ·power. ·charter air ca..¢ers Will. be affected· by :a lesser degree.· 
4. ·  Does dw proposal ~ontain any !Jlea:stires inte11qed to ·take account of the specific situation 
· of small  cmd  rrtedium-sized businesses?· '  · ··  ·  .  ·  · , .  . 
· ·.No. In fai current liability insurance tests for Europ~an  ai~ earners generally ~epresent · 
· a small  proportion of the operating costs.· They comprise about 0.1% to .0.2%  o,f total 
operating COStS,· ~th  ·the proportion generally-becoming higher the ·Smaller the  airline. ,  . 
'With .a waiving of the limits increased insurance costs would cpmprise about 0.1% lfo · . 
0.35%(2) of total 'operating costs.  Which mearis that the' increment will. be insignificant,  ·. 
'-even  for the'  s~aller c'arriers which might be more affected by  such .ardncrease.  .  ' 
'  •  I  J  I 
. Consultation: ·  .  ; 
5.  ·  List of the organizations whi~h  have been con~\.dted  'about the pr~p~sal.~nq  outli~e  thei~ · 
mam views 
Member State governrrientexperts have··expressed  ~ide agreement ·on  the needto· 
increase the .current limits, to gu8raniee ·speedy and simple procedures in case of  ~Iii · 
accidents and to cover ail air transportation inside the Community artd:to and from  . · 
.. the Community,· iiJ"espective of  the  ~ationality ~f  the. airline. concemeq.  . . 
I. 
'  . - . 
.  .  ' 
.  \  ..  -
' ... __  .:......._ _  __:_~-~.....:.._-
''t.·i. <
2> :. ·"The cost implicatiohs cif higher inand~tory'  compe~sation  limit~ for  pas~engers involved 
:  i.n  air accidents", Frere'cholmeleyBischoff, 'delivered.9n Fehrua:ry  1994.  ·  . 
·'  . 
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.AHconcerned organization~<3 > have been consulted.  All of  them agreed on  the need 
to ·upgrade  the system  while  keeping the essential  elements of  the international 
system  currently  into force.  They were concerned that. any  improvement of the 
system within the EC applied to all  earners serving the Community . 
· (J)  . Organizations  consulted  were:  Bureau  Europeen  Union . des  Consdmmateurs, 
Inte~ational Organization of  Consumer Unions, European Community Travel Agents and 
Tour. Operators  Association,  lnternational  Council  of . Aircraft  · OWner  and 
Pilot Association,  International  Air  Transport  Assoeiation,  · Association  of 
European Airlines,  International  Chamber of Commerce, Federation of Air Transport 
·User  Representatives  in  the  EC,  International  ·union  of  Aviation · Insurers, 
Association Europeenne  des · Constructeurs  de  Materiel  Aerospatial~  European· 
Regional Airlines. 
17 ANNEX I 
,, 
LIABILITY LIMITS IN EC COUNTRIES<'>  ·  .. 
WIH:  Limits of Warsaw/The Hague, as converted following national rules (or raised 
as· indicated)<
2>  · 
AUSTRIA:·  Liability under the contract of carriage up to A,S  430 OOO· per person: 
·BELGIUM: 
Obligatory passenger accident insurance AS  550 000 per passenger 
SDR 100 000 on the 11ational  carrier. 
WIH applied to all services 
No dome~tic services 
SDR 100 000 on Sabena and affiliates -US$ 58· 000 for charters and air taxis 
DENMARK:  SDR I 00 000 applied to all  air· services 
1 
·Limits for damages other than death and injury are different for domestic and 
FINLAND: 
international air s~rvices  · 
.  . 
WIH applied to international services. If the.country of destination is not party 
to the W  IH the limits of MP3 apply (SDR 100 000) · 
SDR 100 000  fo~ domestic services 
.. SDR 100 000 on Finnair on international services. 
·.FRANCE:  SDR 100 000 applied to all  seryices 
. Limits other ~ha11 death and injury are W  IH on all  air serVices 
GERMANY:  .W/H applied to international  air  se~ices, based on  law on  conversion  rates· 
(e.g. Francs Poincare 250 000 ~  DM 53  600) 
DM 150 ooo foi Lufthansa 
DM 320 000 .on domestic air services 
.GREECE:  W/H applied to all services  .  . 
In absence of law on conversion rates, some court decisions are contnidictory 
National legislation specifies aliniit of  DRS 4 000 OOO_applied to domestic air 
services (may not be exceeded if damages are ·awarded in the form of periodic  · 
payments) in the case of death or inj_ury'  ·  · 
IRELAND:  W/H applied to all  services  . 
SDR 100 000 on Aer Lingus (international air services) 
Saine amount for other Ireland registered operators·· 
.(I>  Sven  Brise's  study,  see  footnote  3  (Explanatory  Memorandum).  The  study  did  not 
examine the situations existing in Austria, Finland and Sweden  ..  · 
<
2>  'Fora111imits (except Portugal on domestic carriage), carriers can avail themselves ofthe 
defence of Article 20§ 1 of we. .  . 
.. ITALY:  'W/H as converted by law into SDR (international) and LIT (domestic) 
applied to all  services:  Liinits specified are: 
SDR 100 000 international air services 
LIT  195  000 000 domestic-air  ~ervices 
N.B. It should be noted that foreign airlines operating to Italy are subject 
to the law·imposing the international limit of SDR 100 000 
LUXEMBOURG:  W  IH applied to all air services 
No domestic services 
SDR 100 000 on all Luxembourg registered passenger carriers 
NETHERLANDS:  W/H applied to all  air services 
SDR 100 000 (all Netherlands registered major carriers) 
PORTUGAL: 
.!  liability without fault (domestic services) 
on  all  services:  Escudos  12 000 000  per  passenger;  baggage·  as  per 
The Hague  · 
SPAIN:  on all services: PTS 3 500 000 per passenger; baggage as per The Hague 
SWEDEN:  SDR 100 000 on international and domestic services 
UK:•  W/H applied to all  air ·services,  raised to SDR 100 000. 
\. 
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·ANNEX II 
... 
.  •: ..  ·~  . i 
lATA INTER-CARRIER AGREEMENT ON PASSENGER LIABILITY 
'· 
.  :.' ~  .... 
WHERE~S:· The·_ Warsaw. Conv.ention  8ystem. is  of great··benefit  to.  inte~ati6naf -~ir .. 
trapsportation; and  . I  ,  :  · 1 
'  .  .  . 
. NOTING THA.T:.  The_Conventi,on's  lfmits.<?flia~ility,. whi2h- ba~e not_be.en  ar~1~nd~d.sin~e 
J·9S5~ 'ar~, no.W  groSsly  inadequ-ate  )1_1.  m<?st:  coilntr~Cs  a~d that._· interii..ational .. airlines  ..  b~ve· .  ·· 
previously acted tqgether to i'ncrease them to the benefit. of  p~ssengers:. . . .  · 
''  '  :  ',  •  '  '  •  '  ',  .  '•  I  .  . -.:. 
The· midersigned :~arriers agr~r 
'  .  -~  ' 
.  l: . to take action :to  waiv~ the limit~tion:'of liability· on reco.verable compensatory d~unages 
. in Miele 22 paragraph 1 of  the Warsaw Convention as.to.daims· for aeath, wounding  · . 
or other bodily 'injury ofa  pass~nger  within th~  me~ni~gof:  Arti~le 11' ~fthe  Cpp.vention; 
·so thatrecoxerable compensatory damages may _be detelm:ined and awarded by.reference 
2. 
of the law .of the: do.inicile of the_ pasSenger;  ·  ·  ·  ' ·  , ,  · 
.  '  I  ..  · 
to- reserVe . all  available .  defences .. ·  pursuant  to the  pmvisiQ~S  o_f  the .• Convention~ . 
ne~ertheless, any  earner may, waive any  defence,  including- th:e<waiver' of any defence . 
. up  tp  a  speCifjed  monetary.  ainot.int  of. recoverable  compensatory . damages,  as ·  .. 
Circumstances m<').y  warrant;:  . 
'  .  '  ..  . 
·:  3 ...  _to  'reserve:. their· rights ·_of  re~ourse against  any  other. person,  including  rights·- of 
I contribution or-indemnity, with respect to any sums paid py the carrier;  .... 
'.  4 .. to encourage other airlines.i~volved  i~ the  intemation~l cafriage pf·passengers to~pply' 
the terms _of this.f\gree~ent to such carriage;· ·  - ·  · 
- .  ·~  . ' 
·,._ 
- ·, 
5:  · to implement ·the provisions of this Agreement ·no later than 1' November 1996 .or upon  ·· 
receipt of  requi~ite government approvals, ·whichever is later;  ·  '-- . .  _ ' ·.  .  ..  :I 
6.  tliat nothing i11  this. Agr~ement shall affect ,the rights of:the pa~~ehger or the cl!UJl!ant 
otherwise available under the Convention;  . 
'•,  '•  .  -·  '  .  .  . 
.  ' 
7. ·•  that this Agreement  .. may· be signed  i~ a~y  'nu~ber'·ot counterparts,  alL of which- sh~{ 
constihtte one. Agreement .  Any .carrier  may  becpme a; party to this. Agreement by 
. - signing  a . counterpart . hereof  and .  depositing  it  with the· Director ··General  ()f the ·-. · 
Intemationai.Ait Transport AssoCiation HAT  A);  ·  · 
. '  8.- . .'that  any ·.earner·. party  h~reto  m.ay  ~thdraw  ~from ,thi's /Agreemen'r ·by  I  giying .. 
twelve (12) months' written notice' of Withdrawal to  the Director-General"of lATA and 
'  t~-. the :other carriers parties to the Agreehtent  ·  ,  .  ·  · 
:  ·~- ..  ~...  .I  .  .  .  '.· 
,. 
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lc :INTER-CARRIER AGREEMENT ON PASSENGER LIABILITY 
·lATA EXPLANATORY NOTE . 
.  '. 
The  'Inter-carrier  Agreen1ent  is  an  .  "umbrella  accord";  the  precise  legal·  rights  and 
responsibili,tie,s of the sigfiatory carriers with respect to passengers will  be spelled out in the 
applicable Conditions· of Carriage and tariff filings .. 
The carriers signatqry to the Agreement undertake to waive in  acco~dance  with the Agreement 
such  limitations of liability  as  are set  out in  the  Warsaw. Convention  (1929),  The. Hague 
Protocol (1955), the Montreal Agreement of f966,  and/or limits they  may  have previously 
agreed to.  implement or were required by governments to implement. 
Such  waiver by  a  carrier may  be made  to the  extent  required  to  permit  the  law  of the 
domicile  of the  passenger ' to  govern  the.  determination  and  award  of the  recoverable ·. 
-compensatory damages under the Inter-ciul-ier Agreement.  But this is an  option.  Should a 
carrier wish to waive 'the-limits of liability but not insist on the law of the domicile of the 
passenger governing the calculation of the recoverable compensatory damages, or not be. so 
·required by  a governmental  authority~ it may rely on the law of the court to which the case 
. · is submitted . 
. The Warsaw Convention system defences will remain  available;  in ·whole or in part,  to the · 
carriers signatory to the Agreement, unless a carrier decides to waive therri or is so required 
by  a governmental authority.  ·  · .--. 
\  ,'\,' 
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ANNEX III 
·.-:'  ."'  ·. 
. < 
~ -.  EUROPEAN~-DAMA.GES LEVEL(l)iN,CASE OF  MOTOR ACCIDENTS  ., 
Table  1:  Victi_m·:  Man 40;_married,  2_  d~pendehtchilclren, doctor._ 
c\M~b  UK  '~f;;·, .  HF~I261  Ff£  !fj:~ ft;;;Tt t!qf;  .r~:8  .~  '':~:  :·~~~i 
.  lji~ttilii! I -311  ooo  -325  779  'I  195 oo1  I ·224 s4o ,. 
••••-··••a¢~th  .··• 
.Brifri~·--···''  (t\.t:·· 
----~~;:·-·· 
89000 
99 ooo· 
79  000~. 
~~~~!~~···  ~- gia.>  1  -526 soo 
.  ·- .. IF  < 
. 8l978 . 
449 457 .· 
-·  ',lll1 :a .. 572500  I 53.1  s7I 
xbHnd~>··  u  ri~;r·••··-•  ·  ....  ··.· ....  ·.· ....  ·  ..  ·.· 
71  088 
to 
86 316  -
310' 947' 
. 363  333. 
..  ; 
' .  ~. 
f8 098 · 
to 
. 21 166  ' 
498 466 
. , )o 
567 485-
466 258 
_-(486 258)' 
464 900, 
55 085- . 
_to 
120 835. 
474 710 
674 795 
3oio98- I  331  034  I  81"347  :1  461-806  I  351  o98 ··1  i68ll4  -I  229-724-
-·- .  ..  .  . 
109.198  132"759 
to  .  · to  37 659 
127  790  148 276 . 
637 931  .  . 110. 254 
.  ·'los: 576 l  ·tp  •  :to. 
·672 414'  237 296 
..  586 207 
to 
744 853- 1  60:3-488 · 
.(623 44_8) 
225 499 
.,  I  'I·. 
93  981  . 16 811 
_- 126 '389  83  985.  28 019  . 24 016 
- 93  981 .  1'6  __ 8p 
607 407. I· 453  830  .1  280 191  · I  288 ·937_-' 
'  613 889  -537  871  .. 56 038_  290. 465 
Source: Davies Arnold Cpoper: E~rsonal inj~ry: Awards in EC Cour~tries on an unlimited basis in respect of deafu o~  ·seriou,s injury.  ·, 
0) 
'  ..  -
Thiflgur~s d:onot irid~de_ in:te;est, whether pre- or poit- judgment-: .NL and Germany have two Sets of  figures ·iri  th~ sam~  sch~dul~.  Th~. 
· ·figures in brac-kets  in~luqe-~stimated medicaL  expenses not  cpver~d by -the  State.  AU the figures have been converted iritci -.I sterling and 
rourided:~p to  the:nean;!s~ £  .. Exchangera:teof21 Jtinej990;.  ··  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··  ·  · 
.,·'  '  .  '  '·..  .  ..  .  .  .. · 
-22 
'1 
" 
" 
./ 
-..... ', 
Table 2:  Victim: Woman, 20,  single, studerit doctor' 
8 102 
44 000·  . 7 579  21  779  61  205.  62  025  . 63  793'  63426  16  811  -
54 000·  . 47 723.  to  to  ·to  ..  to  to  26  770  95  833  •.  46 434.  33  623  I  5 937 
34 000  . 8 870  24 847  83  729  81  398  79  310  63  426 
..  16.811  r 
, I 
498 466  431  034  90 290  168  114 
to  ,  to  to  to  ,.  360 840 
452 250  I  370 569  I  234 723  l  567 485  318 710  563  759  465 517  166 515  529 630  .  376 246  224  152 
{1,074,985)  ' 
472 414 
478 250  I  415 323  .I  25i 404  I  466 258  517 514  537l96  .to  I  t57 441  ·I  421  296  1 423  ol3  1 67  246  1  ·  325  465 
(486 258)  489 655 
(509 655) 
;:::::::pfi\:::;::1  .  I  I  I  I  I  I 
.. 
Source: Davtes Arnold Cooper: Personal injury Awards in EC Countries on an unlimited basis in respect of death or serious injmy. 
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